The Challenge

Then Superintendent Dr. David Vroonland wanted to improve literacy development and readiness while moving the district from a culture of compliance-driven professional development to one of evidence-based, smart professional learning that embraced ownership and innovation. With a long track record of intentionally creating the kind of district culture that helps schools build capacity, retain teachers, and improve student outcomes, e2L was the ideal partner for Mesquite ISD.

The Strategy

Knowing that a successful implementation begins with a locally designed solution, e2L facilitated multiple strategic sessions with district stakeholders to collaborate on and design the Mesquite ISD Literacy Framework.

This simple yet effective foundational plan provided teachers and campus literacy leaders with a strategic roadmap, guiding the way toward classroom and instructional innovation. Every elementary campus team was charged with designing a unique plan to bring teachers up to mastery level on seven fundamental literacy best practices, such as Guided Reading, within the framework.

“What we are doing is creating a model that centers around BUILDING CAPACITY OF TEACHERS, while allowing the teachers to be the OWNER & INNOVATOR of what needs to occur in that classroom.”

– Dr. David Vroonland, Superintendent
To provide all teachers, coaches, and leaders with the right tools and support to execute the literacy plan with fidelity, Mesquite ISD extended the partnership with e2L to deliver competency-based coaching using the GROWE coaching conversation protocol and GroweLab, e2L’s all-in-one teacher support and instructional coaching platform for educators. Over the course of three years, district educators and staff participated in evidence-based, growth-focused conversations, resulting in mastery of instructional best practices and a transformed district culture.

What’s more, the focused training for instructional coaches prepared the district to maximize educator support while sustaining innovation in literacy development and other content areas long after the partnership ended. This investment in building internal coaching capacity, facilitating educator growth, and implementing innovative instructional practices would prove to be invaluable to the district’s commitment to improving student outcomes.

Mesquite ISD made immediate progress towards the superintendent’s goal of reading on level by grade 3. In year one, 87% of second graders with teachers receiving e2L coaching were reading on grade level, compared to just 78% in non-coached classrooms. In addition, at-risk second graders receiving Tier 3 or Tier 2 academic interventions at the start of the year were able to transition to Tier 1, thanks to the strong foundation of differentiated instruction exemplified in the Literacy Framework. Similarly, 268 students who entered kindergarten at-risk in 2017 left for first grade on track!

Cultivating an innovative literacy environment in primary classrooms across the district has left an indelible impression and changed the trajectory of learners’ lives in Mesquite ISD, developing a more literate and confident community as a whole. In fact, to extend the mission of literacy development outside of the classroom, Mesquite ISD launched RealPlayTalk, a research-based, community-supported initiative designed to promote literacy among its pre-kindergarten through second grade students, many of whom come from low-income households. The program includes volunteers, community partners, parents, and relatives in a comprehensive approach toward making its vision of “strengthening families and the community through literacy” a thriving reality.

What began as a partnership to guide the district toward increased literacy development, improved educator support and professional learning, and a transformed culture has blossomed into a systemic shift for the district community at large — with the educator growth and improved student outcomes data to prove it.